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Lichens are Algae and Fungi Working Together 

A close working relationship is a great experience.  It encourages and allows for the 

accomplishment of deeds beyond the abilities of a single individual.   

Whether called teamwork, unit integrity or a symbiotic relationship, the accomplishments are 

compounded many times over when two or more are working together with a single purpose.   

Antiquity and current events are replete with examples of the teamwork which accomplished 

feats with long lasting effects.  Who would have known of Roebuck without Sears, or Smith 

without Wesson, or even Adam without Eve?  

This concept carries far beyond the human involvement of recent recorded history.  A good 

example of this model in Wakulla County is lichens.  

Lichens are composed of algae and fungi living together in a 

symbiotic fashion which is beneficial to both organisms. They are 

found in a wide variety of locations around the planet, including 

some exceptionally harsh environments. 

The fungi play an important role in the nutrient cycling and organic 

residue decomposition.  They are responsible for the breakdown of 

dead organic materials so it may be converted into a useable form 

for utilization by another organism. 

The algae processes atmospheric carbon dioxide into organic 

carbon sugars to supply nutrients both organisms.  By working together, albeit unconsciously, 

both are able to prosper in environments where they would individually fail.   

Lichens can be found in a variety of locations in Wakulla County.  One of the most obvious, at 

least to homeowners and gardeners, is on shrubs and trees.  In many cases the lichens are 

blamed for the decline of the plant or tree. 

The reality is the lichens are opportunistic and are completing the natural cycle.  If the lichens 

were not on the job of consuming dead organic matter, something else would be aiding the 

decay of the material. 
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Another common Wakulla County lichen is deer moss.  The grey-green clusters have a cloud-

like appearance and a resemblance to Spanish moss, but are located exclusively on the forest 

floor. 

Deer moss is very slow growing with large mats taking many years, even multiple decades, to 

develop. Florida’s natural fire cycle will kill this lichen.  When large mats are encountered in the 

woods, it is an indication the area has not burn recently. 

Deer moss has a miniscule root structure and gets its moisture from the 

air, like all lichens.  During periods of drought it will be crunchy and 

delicately fragile.   

The recent rains have delivered ample moisture and insured the clumps 

are soft and pliable. This rehydration process will take a short period and 

is common to all lichens. 

Even before recorded history, lichens have had multiple uses, depending 

on the culture and time period. Some populations in northern Eurasia 

and North America have utilized lichens as food, on a regular basis or as 

a means of survival during famine. 

Some of these same peoples have utilized lichens as a basis for textile dyes.  In recent years 

synthetic dyes have replace most of these natural dyes. 

One of the most common contemporary uses for deer moss is as miniature trees and shrubs for 

model railroaders and architects. 

Contact the UF/IFAS Wakulla County Extension Office at 850-926-3931 or 
http://wakulla.ifas.ufl.edu/ to learn more about lichens in Wakulla County.  
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